
 

 

 

Collegewide Outcomes Assessment Steering Team (COAST) Meeting Minutes 
 
Date: January 18, 2013 
Time: 1:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
Location: Viera Building 1-135 
Attendees: Dr. Miedema, Dr. Gorham, Dr. Dunn, Dr. Simpson, Sandy Handfield , Dr. Newman, Darla 

Ferguson, Betsy Wetzel, Dr. Cobb, Dr. Dietrich, Richard Laird, Dr. Gothard, Ramona 
Smith, Beverly Slaughter, Dr. Sibley, Kimberly Greene. 

 
1. Welcome, Overview & Purpose – Dr. Miedema 

• Dr. Miedema acknowledged everyone for the tremendous amount of work done on the 
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) reaffirmation documentation.  We are 
making progress in being proactive and detailed oriented in moving the whole process forward, 
which has been rewarding. The AAC is very interested in the QEP; it fits well with what they 
want to do with developmental education. This is all becoming a coordinated synchronized 
mission to move forward.  
 

2. Approval of Minutes of Previous Meeting 
• Minutes previous meeting – September 4, 2012 
• The minutes were unanimously approved.  

 
3. SACS Compliance Report – Dr. Gorham 

• Dr. Miedema’s vision as we move forward past SACS reaffirmation is for COAST to be more 
engaged in strategic planning.  

• Consultant Review – Dr. Miedema 
Consultants who have been through the affirmation process and who have participated in site 
visits are reviewing our compliance report. We received a report from Dr. Pam Hilbert, Vice 
President, Academic Affairs, Pitt Community College, who has been on multiple site visits. She 
was asked to give us our areas of strength and where we need to improve. Dr. Hilbert’s points 
regarding COAST included 1) make sure [COAST] minutes show planning, and 2) COAST is a great 
idea and shows oversight of the college IE process.  Keep in mind that in all of these IE sections, 
the committees will be looking for AT LEAST a three year record of assessment of outcomes and 
evidence that outcomes were utilized for future planning and improvements.  It is good to show 
some history of IE activities, as in 2.5, but the recent info is critical. 
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In terms of Assessment, Dr. Hilbert asserted 1) publishing our program learning outcomes on 
our website is good and shows good accountability, 2) the report needs to show a plan of how 
we decide which core abilities to focus on, if not doing them all, and 3) it would be good to 
further clarify how PASS is linked or related to the other PLO assessments.   
 
Dr. Miedema will send everyone a copy of Dr. Hilbert’s report; we will be reviewing it as we go 
through the process. As we are awaiting the second consultant’s review, Dr. Gorham will re-
open Compliance Assist. 

 
• Milestones to Complete Compliance Certification- Dr. Gorham 

There are 23 BCC business days left to complete the report (44 if you count weekends and 
holiday). The consultant’s suggestions and documentation need to be included in the 
Compliance Report. Dayla Nolis and Catherine Harwood are heading up the Form and Style 
Team review.  Any changes that need to be made to a section during the final 8 days will be 
coordinated through them. Additional folks from around the College have been identified to 
assist in the final 8 days. Dr. Gorham requested that status indicators be removed (in 
Compliance Assist) and marked again when each section is ready for review by the team.  

 
• Compliance Report Team Updates 

Chairs (provosts and VPs) reported significant progress in all areas with no problems being 
noted at this time. 

 
4. Institutional Effectiveness – Dr. Gorham 

Dr. Gorham congratulated Dr. Dedra Sibley’s for her new position as Interim Director of Institutional 
Effectiveness.  

• 2012-2013 Strategic Plan – Dr. Sibley referenced the handout on the Strategic Planning System 
Report which shows what is in the on-line system as of one week ago for each department and 
campus. It should have all the goals and strategic plans in the system for the 2012-2013 Fiscal 
Year (July 1, 2012- June 2013). If it is not up to date, you must update by January 31, 2013 (after 
January 31, 2013, system will be locked and you will not be able to input any plans for fiscal year 
2012-2013). On February 4, 2013, the system will reopen. You have from February 4th through 
the 7th to indicate if goals were completed/partially completed, reason why or if goal needs to 
be rolled over. There will be training on Tuesday, January 29, 2013, for Dr. Dietrich’s group. If 
any other group needs training, please call or e-mail Dr. Sibley or Patricia. 

• 2013-2014 Strategic Plan – Strategic planning for the next fiscal year will commence in March – 
details will be forthcoming. After March 18, a kick-off meeting will be held to focus on data 
driven strategic planning, inputting the 2013-14 plans, and utilizing the capability of the system. 
Once plans are in, you will have the capability to run administrative reports, check status and 
look at budgets as it pertains to your plans and goals.  

• 2007-2012 - Dr. Sibley referenced the 2007-2012 plans and distributed a copy for review 
pointing out that most of the plans have reported status updates with a few being incomplete. 
Please identify the responsible departments and individuals so we can follow-up with them to 
complete the remaining items.  

• Student Opinion Survey - Dr. Sibley, Dr. Gorham - Dr. Sibley referenced the student survey that 
was administered collegewide in October of 2012 and distributed a compilation of survey 
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results. The survey results booklet contains every question from the survey and an answer 
summary. Survey answers can be generated by campus, by student status (part-time, full-time 
traditional, non-traditional, etc.) and academic area (AA, AS, etc.).  Specific reports can be 
requested from Dr. Sibley. This data will be helpful as we move into our strategic planning 
process. 

• Mission Statement - Dr. Miedema discussed that on our previous SACS visit, several things were 
done to make the mission statement more visible. A meeting with be held with Dr. Richey next 
week to discuss the timeline of revising the mission statement to include Bachelor of Applied 
Science (BAS) programs and distance learning. SACS will want to know the process we went 
through to make any changes and how stakeholders were involved in the process.  SACS will also 
be looking at our BAS Program (Substantive Change/Level Change review) during the October 
site visit.  
SACS has specific guidelines that can be incorporated by using large groups to assess and make 
suggestions for improvements to our current statement. This gives everyone the opportunity to 
be a part of crafting the statement.  Everything we do should link to the College Mission. The 
QEP Steering Committee would like the QEP to be the emphasis of our fall 2013 Welcome Back 
event and emphasize that linkage 

 
5. Assessment  

• Assessment Committee – Dr. Gothard: We moved into a two phase process for the AA Program. 
First Phase, Critical Thinking: Seven courses implemented last fall. This semester analysis and 
changes are being made to assignments; we will re-implement in the fall, which will give us two 
complete cycles. Second Phase: Last Semester, 34 AA courses were selected for assessment. 
Teams were created, and over the course of the semester, faculty drafted analytic rubrics and 
assessment tools, and help practice scoring sessions. In addition, library science has embedded 
assessment in two courses. All course teams will conduct double-blind scoring on either April 
26th through May 10th. Analysis and action planning will happen during the fall. The second 
round of implementation will begin in the spring of 2014.  

 
 Dr. Miedema -  We took a  look at the top 100 courses that are being taught across the college, 

most enrolled, to make sure that those all are put into process based language and have a core 
ability attached. We then have courses that are important for us to be doing this assessment 
from. We discovered that 34 classes of the top 100 were not in process based language and did 
not have a core ability attached. 25 of the 34 process are being written now; we will have our 
top 100 courses in the appropriate format to include in the assessment cycle as we move 
forward. 

 
The State of Florida has decided to change the number of General Education requirements in the 
A.A. degree from 36 to 30 falling into five general categories. The Legislative, is going to try to 
pass a glitch bill delaying the implantation back a year.  Some courses defined as “mandatory 
courses” are courses we do not offer in state colleges, they are courses offered in a university. 
Part of the glitch bill is that we do not have to offer everything that falls in the humanities bucket 
if we choose not to, however, if a student comes in as a transient and has taken those courses 
from that particular humanities bucket, we have to accept them as fulfillment of the 
requirement. We have to continue as if no changes are going to be made. 
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We have accepted the challenge to have at least one program guaranteed not to cost our 
students more than $10,000.00 to complete by using a college scholarship fund that has been 
established by a community donor. Once the student has reached his or her senior year and have 
spent $10,000.00, we will use the scholarship fund for the rest of the year. We are now the only 
state college that has the funded money to start this program. 

 
• Career & Technical - Kimberly Greene 
 Faculty use the Program Assessment Submittal System (PASS) to report assessment and 

reassessments results of student learning outcomes that are linked to courses they teach.  PASS 
was initially rolled out at the end of spring 2012 semester to capture reporting results for fall 
2011 and/or spring 2012.  This fall, meetings were held with Career and Technical faculty to 
identify program improvements based on the results of the spring assessment.  In the past, we 
have had no good way to capture improvements and report on them.  Now, the improvements 
identified by faculty have been built into PASS so that they can report the results of their 
improvements.  As of this morning, 17 programs, approximately 1/3 of our programs, have 
reported results on improvements made to their programs this fall.    A total of 31 programs 
have reported assessment results for fall semester including 196 courses taught by 58 
instructors. 

 
• Core Abilities Survey – Dr. Gorham 

Stats:  
• 209 reassessments (Part A) Submitted by 87 Instructors 
• 950 Fall 2012 course assessments (Part B) submitted by 331 instructors 
• 567 reminder emails sent out this morning 
 

• Program Improvement Update – Kimberly Greene for Mildred Coyne 
The Program Improvement Process looks at indirect measures in our career and technical 
programs. Program-specific data reports are shared at the program improvement meeting and 
include enrollment, success toward completion, gatekeeper courses, common holds, completion 
data, FETPIP placement and Targeted Occupation List (TOL) information. Workforce Development 
staff meet with program coordinators/managers, supervising provost(s) and department chair(s) 
as appropriate.  As a result of this objective data, an action and intervention plan is developed. 
These action plans will be put into the Strategic Planning System. The process started with 10 
career and technical programs and was so impactful and meaningful that is was expanded to all 
career and technical program collegewide. 

 
 The Program Improvement Review Cycle shows the status of each program.  All programs will 

have been assessed by the end of spring semester.  
 
6. QEP Update - Ramona Smith 

The QEP subcommittee has started designing different components of the plans. They have considered 
the student learning and program outcomes and how they would access student outcomes as they go 
through the process. A Survey was launched on what leads to student success and received amazing 
responses. A consultant is helping to making sure we are on the right track and going in the right 
direction. We are finalizing our draft of the document. Tony Akers has volunteered to convert the   
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Dr. Miedema requested an explanation on the different branches of the QEP. 
 
QEP Branches: 

• A course Scholar program: a voluntary program, by application, not gear to any particular 
population based on leadership ideas or guidance in the area. There are four areas of Peer 
tutoring (involvement as a tutor or attending tutoring sessions) the idea is to target classes from 
our student survey that have a very large enrollment and a high percentage of students getting 
D, F or W’s.  

• On-line learning Community:  providing student information on career goals and options. 
• Personal training/coaching (mentoring): Career exploration, faculty Staff acting as mentors. 
• Series of workshops on soft skills: Students want help navigating time management, 

organization and study skills. 
 

Students who are part of the scholar program must complete all four components. The QEP is to bring 
attention to students who desire to be successful. 

 
7. Other Business – no other business was brought forward at this time; meeting was adjourned. 
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